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Burton Golf has two new golf bags1 for 2012 in
the lightweight stand bag category. The bags
are designed for those who usually walk but
also sometimes use a cart.
Both bags are also designed for customization
and personalization through Burton's custom
embroidery department. The two bags are:
• Pro stand bag: The Burton Pro stand bag
has a 7-way mesh top with full-length
dividers; plus seven pockets, including an
insulated beverage pocket and a velourlined valuables pocket. It comes with an
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adjustable dual shoulder strap plus a foam
hip pad for walking comfort; and a flex
bottom for riding stability. Accessories
include a glove holder, umbrella holder and
rainhood. It weighs 5.5. pounds and comes
in five color schemes, with an MSRP of
$219.95.
• Player stand bag: The Burton Player stand
bag is a little smaller - both in weight and
for your pocketbook - than the Pro. The
Players weighs in at 4.5 pounds and has an
MSRP of $189.95. The Player has a 5-way
mesh top with full dividers; five pockets,
including an insulated beverage pocket; an
adjustable dual shoulder strap; plus the hip
pad and flex bottom. It comes in six color
schemes. burtongolf.com2
Submit a golf bag review3
Compare prices for Burton Golf bags4
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